The Art Of Receiving
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Receiving is the natural result of integrating the masculine and feminine
energies. In order for you to receive what you want you must let go of
ANYTHING and EVERYTHING you’re holding onto. (You don’t need to
hold onto the things that are meant for you.)
Holding onto things, whether it’s a person (or idea of a person), a job,
beliefs, teachings, and ways of relating to the world is something we do
to feel safe and secure but it often stops us from accessing our most
fulfilling life.
I want to show you a new way of navigating life that will allow you to
attract and receive empowered masculine energy in the form of a man,
money, clients, opportunities, etc.
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The key is to “let go” while
feeling safe, secure and
supported. This requires trust,
acceptance and surrender.
(Integration)
Letting go while feeling an
underlying current of worry and
anxiety keeps you from attracting
what you want. (Separation)
What are you letting go of? Saving, people pleasing, needing a
certain result, longing, yearning, frustration, anger, tiggers, and
ways of being and relating to life that keep your energy closed
down. (Pulling people into your life raft.)
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Creating And Attracting Love,
Abundance, Ease And Flow
We don’t attract the things we want by heavily focusing on them.
(Energetically it feels like chasing, controlling and desperation.)
The path to attracting empowered masculine energy in the form of a
man, money, soul-aligned clients and opportunities is a daily, inner
awareness journey.
UTP

Daily Focus
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Goal
Focused

Opening up your energy and shifting your focus to the REAL needle
movers (by implementing the Ultimate Transformation Process) makes
you magnetic and irresistible.

UTP

Daily Inner
Awareness
“Receiving”

Action/Goal
Focused
“Getting”

The Ultimate Transformation Process will connect you with the man, money,
clients, and opportunities you want (and the ones you’re not even aware of
yet) and you’ll be able to receive them.
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The Ultimate Transformation Process
▼ 1. Awareness Of Life (Triggers, Bad/
Uncomfortable Feelings, What’s Healthy
And What’s Not In Relationships, Etc.)
▼ 2. Emotional Maturity (Integration Of M And F)
▼ 3. Elevated Frequency (Most Magnetic, Feminine
Supported By The Masculine)
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The Ultimate Transformation Process
▼ Awareness (1)

▼ Emotional Maturity (2)

▼ Elevated Frequency (3)
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The Typical Way We Think We’re
Navigating Life (Goal Focused)
A

B
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The Ultimate Transformation Process
It’s a continuous, never-ending spiral upward, always
moving you towards your best life.
(Minute by minute, hourly, daily, monthly ,yearly, etc.)

B

A
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The Ultimate Transformation Process
▼ 3D
▼ Awareness

▼ 4D
▼ Emotional Maturity

▼ Trigger/Something Is
▼ Observation
Wrong/Things Aren’t
Working/Life Is Hard/ ▼ Reframe
Anxiety/Worry/Fear
▼ Unhook From Drama

▼ 5D
▼ Elevated Frequency
▼ Trust, Accept And
Surrender

▼ Life is GOOD
Enlightenment
Nothing can bring
▼ Depersonalize situations
you down
and circumstances
Ease and flow
Most magnetic and
▼ Letting Go - Release the
need for a certain outcome intuitive
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The Ultimate Transformation Process
▼ Trigger/Something Is
Wrong/Things Aren’t
Working ▼

Awareness/
Observation (1)

▼ Life is GOOD
Enlightenment
Nothing can bring you
down
Ease and flow
▼ Extremely Intuitive

▼ Reframe (Something
new is coming through)
▼ Emotional Maturity And
Integration (2)

▼ Elevated Frequency (3)
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The Ultimate Transformation Process
▼ Awareness Of Life:
Resistance
Feeling Bad
Triggers (The stronger the trigger the
more it can elevate you to your next
level)
Worry
Anxiety
Something is wrong
Things aren’t working

This is the 3rd dimension where energy is heavy and dense. It’s
difficult to create from this energetic space. We inherently know this
so we instantly try and figure out what’s wrong and how to fix it.
It’s in our biology to move away from pain and towards pleasure.
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The Ultimate Transformation Process
Most likely the fear, worry, anxiety, and triggers are simply
patterns and familiar ways of seeing situations and you’re making
them mean something they don’t mean.
Being able to reframe is KEY to manifesting your best life.
Frequent uncomfortable/bad feelings (this isn’t working, I’m not
good enough) and strong triggers are patterns and often mean
we’re holding on too tightly to an illusion (to an old identity and
past conditioning).
Instead of believing your thoughts/feelings - start trusting that
something new is trying to come through.
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The Ultimate Transformation Process

This first step often causes you to close down and hold on tighter!
This is not what we want to do! You can feel it in your body, it feels
tense and shut down.
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The Process Of Transformation
▼ Emotional Maturity - The Art Of Reframing (Completely
Counter Intuitive!)
▼ We need to learn how to cultivate our own:
Emotional Safety
Emotional Security
Emotional Stability
▼ This where we begin to integrate our
masculine and feminine energies
You’ll begin to feel grounded, peaceful, calm and happy
▼ Disengage From Drama (Triggers no longer have
power over you)
▼ Depersonalize situations and circumstances
▼ Let Go - Release the need for a certain outcome
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The Process Of Transformation

▼ Emotional Maturity

This is where we want to begin to embody the
archetypes of the Samurai and the Shamaness.
Archetypes are incredibly powerful because they help
you shift your identity without getting up in your head.
▼ The Samurai embodies loyalty to one’s master (thyself)
Respectful, ethical behavior (integrity to oneself and
others)
Self discipline
(Does not operate in gray areas - wounded energy)
▼ The Shamaness is a powerful influencer of energy for
healing and wholeness for herself and others. She is
incredibly wise, humble, knowing, mysterious and
magical.
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The Process Of Transformation
▼ Emotional Maturity - The Art Of Reframing Integration

Emotional maturity is the 4th dimension where we’re alchemizing our
wounds, patterns and ways of relating to life so they can elevate us to our
next level. It’s the meantime and where we spend most of our time. (I talk
about in my other programs.)
This is where we begin to let go and open ourselves up to receive and this
moves us to the 5th dimension.
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The Process Of Transformation
▼ Elevated Frequency
▼ Trust, Accept And Surrender
To Life - Open To Receive

VS

▼ Life is GOOD
Enlightenment
Nothing can bring you down
Ease and flow

Elevated frequency is the 5th dimension and where we feel the most aligned
with life because we’re more energy than matter. This is where we create
and attract with the most ease and flow.
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Step #3

Step #1

Light

Heavy

Freedom

5D

3D

4D

Step #2
Less Heavy
Reframe
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Trigger

Where are you right now in the UTP?

Step #3

Step #1

Light

Heavy

Freedom

5D

3D

4D

Step #2
Less Heavy
Reframe
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Trigger

How to implement this…

Step 1.
As you go about your day, notice where you are in the
transformation cycle.
Look forward to catching yourself when you’re feeling triggered,
bad, stressed, unbalanced, etc.
What are you making this mean?
Begin seeing this “situation” as something new trying to come
through.
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Step 2.
Emotional Maturity
Most likely if you’re feeling bad/triggered you’re caught up in an
illusion - the stronger the bad the feeling the stronger the illusion.
Can you trust that this actually means something new is coming
through?
What if this feeling is a good thing?
Don’t run away from it. See this as the catalyst through your glass
ceiling.
(Doing this will also help develop your ability to truly recognize
your intuition and trust your feelings and not the illusion.)
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Letting Go Life Raft Tool Imagine you’re out at sea floating in a life raft.
Your job is to allow yourself and everyone else SPACE while feeling
relaxed, happy, peaceful and calm trusting the support of the raft.
Everyone needs to be in their own life raft. We need to become
aware of when we’re trying to pull others into our life raft because
we’re so capable of managing life. (The tendency to help, save and
rescue others is STRONG and difficult not to do because it feels
loving, caring and compassionate on the surface.)
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Whenever you catch yourself feeling anything but peaceful, imagine
you’re supported by your life raft.
Step 2. Trust the current is taking you exactly where you need to
go, don’t pick up the oars.
This is where you have the easiest access to your intuition,
discernment and the highest level ideas, opportunities and resources
to support you.
This is where your raft bumps up against your ideal partner. This is
where you receive your most aligned clients. This is where money
naturally gravitates to you, and you always having space and
staying open to receive more and more.
Your work is to flow with the current and respond to the nudges and
inspirations coming to you.
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Step 3.
Elevated Frequency - Trust, Accept And Surrender
This is where you are the most magnetic to your desires and how
you bring them to you. You’re more energy than matter and you
have access to the ideas, people and opportunities that you want.
You don’t need to try and think your way to these things. When you
let go of trying to get somewhere you naturally open yourself up to
receive these things.
Letting go IS opening up to receive something new.
In order to allow your energy to draw what you want to you, you
must be grounded, supported, stable and secure along WITH an
elevated frequency. You must be anchored.
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A Few Results From Recent Clients:
Relationship with boyfriend completely changed to one that feels strong and
healthy and she received an additional $350K in 2019
Went from barely being able to support herself to selling out her programs
multiple times, month after month, as a dancer and choreographer
Transformed her relationship with her husband and attracted an additional
multiple 6 figures over the course of a year in unexpected income while
manifesting an ideal situation working from home
Left a toxic marriage in the most peaceful way possible and manifested an
unexpected $45K last month through investments she didn’t think would bring any
money in
Went from making just over $200k in 2019 to a base of $300k and up to $400k
in commissions
Attracted an amazing man within a couple months and they’ve been together for
close to two years now
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New Course!!
If you want to take this training further, I’m opening up my 1:1
program Receive and turning it into a 6 week course for ambitious,
successful women who want to attract empowered (integrated)
masculine energy in the form a man, money, soul-aligned clients,
and opportunities, etc.
It will consist of:
6 Modules (15-20 minutes with slides)
Short, daily emails to support the implementation of the tools
Group Q and A call once a week
Facebook group
Lifetime access to the modules and trainings
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